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An Advocate for Attorneys and Law Students to Get Jobs

In terms of helping attorneys get jobs, one of the more effective means for doing so is by
approaching the specific types of employers you would like to work for (whether or not they are
soliciting applications) directly through a focused campaign. Sporadically applying to jobs on job
posting boards, classified advertisements, and through recruiters can work“ but for many attorneys
it can take a great deal of time and does not work for even the best attorneys. I formerly practiced
law with a major New York City-based law firm and knew several attorneys with stellar qualifications
who sporadically applied to jobs through recruiters, classified ads, and job posting boards for years.
You probably know attorneys who have been doing this for a long time as well.
The apply now and then means of going about a job search (which is a common strategy for most
attorneys) cannot possibly give you the type of market coverage (and corresponding offers) that
you are capable of getting”or ensure you get a position in a timely manner. No matter how good a
recruiting firm is“not all firms use recruiters, and not all recruiters have all the jobs. No matter
how good a job board is“no job board has all the jobs and you will be competing with every attorney
with an email account. Statistics also indicate that the vast majority of legal positions in the United
States are filled by unsolicited and self-initiated contact attorneys initiate with employers. Incredibly,
however, most attorneys never take the step of actually performing an aggressive self-initiated and
targeted job search campaign to employers not soliciting applications. Even the National Association
of Law Placement is clear that most attorneys get position by approaching employers who do not
solicit their resume.
The problem with contacting employers on your own is that it is a tremendous amount of work and
something few practicing attorneys have the time to do. In addition, an attorney™s time is valuable.
The amount of work required to build a comprehensive list of employers and hiring contacts
within each city is profound. Not all firms list themselves in Martindale, we estimate that less
than 1% of the law firms in the United States are in the NALP Guide and“even assuming you had a
comprehensive list of information“picking up the phone to make hundreds of phone calls to identify
who to approach within each hiring organization is a ridiculous amount of work. Not to mention the
cost of printing, the possibility for typos in the contact information and loading all that information
into a database to print all those cover letters and envelopes.
In my opinion, the most effective way to get a legal position is by using a company called Legal
Authority (www.legalauthority.com). Legal Authority probably assists more attorneys get positions
than any single organization in the United States and what they do is nearly foolproof.
Legal Authority (working closely with you) will review and revise your resume and cover letter, and
then laser print cover letters and envelopes addressed to the hiring contacts in the specific types of
legal employers you are interested in. Legal Authority maintains the largest database of legal hiring
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contacts of any company in the world: There are over 40 attorneys and researchers working at Legal
Authority, and the company operates 24 hours a day updating a database of more than 750,000 hiring
contacts. There is probably a 99.9% chance that the next legal hiring organization you go to work
for is already in Legal Authority™s database. How you get to these legal employers is up to you, but
using Legal Authority will ensure you do find these employers. I strongly encourage you to review
Legal Authority™s website at www.legalauthority.com.
If you are serious about getting an attorney position, you owe it to yourself to at least speak with
Legal Authority and hear what they can do to assist you. Legal Authority offers a free no cost or
obligation consultation where they will tell you how many employers match your interests in the
area(s) you want to work, and will advise you on changes you can make to your resume to make it
more effective.
One of the most important attributes any attorney can have is the ability to advocate. Legal Authority
will make you your own advocate by, in effect, allowing you to do the type of work recruiters do
on your own while providing you with (1) an effective and revised cover letter and resume and (2)
personalized letters to every specific employer you tell them you would be interested in working for
in any area of the United States, Europe or Asia.
This strategy is effective and works: Legal Authority assists hundreds of attorneys each month
has been used by top partners in major United States law firms, General Counsels of important
corporations, associates in small and large firms, and even law students. Legal Authority can assist
you too.
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